Tin Ngo is the Local Director of Saber Guild Temple Ahch-To, a Star Wars themed, volunteer costuming club that focuses on creating choreographed lightsaber shows for charity and community events. The Saber Guild is Lucasfilm’s preferred lightsaber club, and has been invited to perform and teach at Star Wars Celebration, along with many other charity events and conventions.”

Classes

**Intro to Lightsaber Choreography with the Saber Guild**
Pick up a lightsaber and bring out your inner Jedi or Sith! Learn the basics of our choreography system and an introdutory fight scene!
Visit saberguild.org or facebook.com/PorgTemple/ for more information.

**Advanced Lightsaber Choreography with the Saber Guild**
Pick up a lightsaber and bring out your inner Jedi or Sith! Learn advanced flourishes you can add to a basic fight to make it your own.
Visit saberguild.org or facebook.com/PorgTemple/ for more information.